
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

PREGL ASSISTS CUSTOMER WITH HOT ZONE REBUILD.

PART FAILURE CAUSES HOT ZONE DAMAGE – PREGL PROVIDES
REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE.

JANESVILLE, Wisconsin (November 25, 2014) – Pregl Services, Inc. (Pregl),
providers of comprehensive aftermarket support to the thermal processing industry,
today announced a contract to supply replacement parts and engineering assistance to
a customer rebuilding a damaged vacuum furnace hot zone.

Component failure caused significant damage to a vacuum furnace hot zone at this heat
treater’s facility in the eastern U.S. Pregl engineers worked closely with the customer’s
maintenance department outlining and discussing various engineering options and
recommendations to return the furnace to safe and acceptable operating standards. All
parts for this project will be supplied by Pregl Express Parts™, which provides the most
commonly replaced OEM specified parts. Pregl Express Parts produces high-quality,
competitively priced parts to original OEM specifications in its fully-equipped machine
shop, which minimizes lead times for customers in critical situations.

To learn more about Pregl’s new and rebuilt hot zones, and replacement parts for major
vacuum furnace brands from Pregl Express Parts™, please visit www.pregl.com or call
608.314.8260.

# # #

Pregl Services, Inc. was founded in 1997 by experienced vacuum furnace professionals to provide
reliable, expedient, cost-effective, value-added repair, rebuild and reconditioning services to the thermal
processing industry; which minimize downtime, reduce operating costs, improve operating efficiencies
and maximize equipment longevity. Pregl has developed its vacuum furnace expertise into
comprehensive aftermarket support that includes: Furnace Repair, Rebuild and Reconditioning; New
Pregl Furnace Mate™ Hot Zones; Hot Zone Repair, Rebuild and Reconditioning; Vacuum Pump Repair,
Rebuild and Reconditioning; Pregl Vacuum Furnace Control Systems and Pregl Express Parts™ - the
company’s private label parts inventory for vacuum furnaces which includes molybdenum, graphite,
vacuum pump parts and oil, and ceramics. For more information, please visit us at www.pregl.com
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Jack Herbert, Director of Marketing & Sales
Pregl Services, Inc.
5043 South U.S. Highway 51
Janesville, Wisconsin 53546-9109
Ph: 608.314.8260
Fax: 866.359.3365
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